Mahatma Gandhi Institute for Rural Industrialization
Ph:-07152-243350, 253513,253512 Fax: 07152-240328

To,

Date: - 20.03.2017

__________________________
__________________________
__________________________

Sub: Inviting quotation for Generator shed works at MGIRI, Wardha.

The quotations are invited for the following items of work:-

As per worksheet estimate enclosed.

For such works the interested agency can carryout site inspection of works & can see work
estimate by contracting to Mr. Yogesh Deshmukh (Civil Consultant).
Contact no:- 9730199919
Hence, we would like to seek quotations for the above stated items. The quotations should
include complete cost of works and materials along with any changes extra including taxes
etc.

NOTE:-Percentage rate Quotations above/below estimated cost are invited.
Last Date of Submission: 27.03.2017 in working hours upto 3:00 P.M and Quotations will
be opened on same date at 4:00 PM in the office of Civil Consultant M.G.I.R.I.Wardha

Civil Consultant
MGIRI, Wardha.

Name Of Work :

GENERATOR SHED WORKS AT MGIRI WARDHA

ABSTRAC T SHEET
Sr.

DESCRIPTION

No.

1

2

3

csr It.no.
/pg.no

Providing and casting in situ cement concrete of required grade
of trap/ granite/quartzite/gneiss metal for bed blocks, foundation
( 7/9)
blocks and such other items including bailing out water,
plywood/steel formwork, compacting, roughening them if special
Providing and fabricating structural steel work in rolled
sections, fixed with connecting plates or angle or angle cleats
in main and cross beams, hip and jack rafters, purlins
( 2 /5)
connecting to truss members and the like, as per detailed
design and drawings or as directed including cutting, fabricating,
hoisting, erecting, fixing in position, making riveted/ bolted / welded
Providing and fixing G.I. precoated metacolour sheet of 0.50 mm
thick and 930 profile for roof including roof bolt and necessary
(26/76)
fixing fixtures, arrangements ( Prior approval of Sample and brand
by Ex. Engineer is necessary before use)

QTY.

UNIT

RATE

AMOUNT

3.10

Cu.m

5610.00

17407.13

0.48

M.T.

70607.00

33867.78

31.11

Sqm 1520.00

TOTAL AMOUNT
Add 5% contingencies
SAY

Civil consultant
MGIRI
Wardha

Rs.
Rs.
Rs.
Rs.

Architect consultant
MGIRI
Wardha

47287.20

98562.11
4928.11
103490.21
103491.00

